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Abstract
The present paper characterizes the topological structure of real traces. This is done in terms of
graph-theoretic properties of the underlying (possibly in-nite) dependence alphabet. The topo-
logical space of real traces is shown to be homeomorphic to the direct product of (at most)
the full binary tree and the full countably branching tree and one higher-dimensional grid. The
occurrence of each of these factors depends on the existence of -nite non-trivial and of in-nite
connected components and on the number of isolated letters of the dependence alphabet.
c© 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Trace monoids were introduced by Cartier and Foata [3], who investigated combi-
natorial problems concerning the rearrangement of words, and by Mazurkiewicz [16],
who was motivated to provide a mathematical model for concurrent systems. Since
then trace theory has become a very popular topic, see the recent surveys [6,7].
Originally, the main interest focused on -nite traces. But in order to model the
behaviour of non-terminating concurrent systems, one is also interested in in-nite traces
(cf. [9] that surveys many results including a history). There are basically three ways
to obtain in-nite (real) traces from -nite ones. First, the set of all -nite traces can
be naturally endowed with a monoid operation that re9ects the concatenation of -nite
processes. In this context, an in-nite trace can be seen as an in-nite product of -nite
traces. Secondly, one can consider the cpo-completion of the set of -nite traces with
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respect to the pre-x order. Then by de-nition, any in-nite real trace can be approx-
imated by its -nite pre-xes [17]. The third approach is a topological one. In [14],
Kwiatkowska generalized the pre-x metric from words to traces. She showed that in
case the underlying dependence alphabet is -nite, the space of all possibly in-nite
(real) traces is compact and constitutes the completion of the set of -nite traces with
respect to this metric. Another metric for traces was de-ned by Bonizzoni et al. [2]
by taking the distance of Foata normal forms. We call this metric the Foata normal
form metric. If the alphabet consists of -nitely many letters only, then both metrics are
known to be uniformly equivalent. Other metrics that give rise to non-homeomorphic
topological spaces were introduced in [4] (cf. also [5]).
Plenty of work has been done concerning the monoid of -nite traces (cf. [6,7]
for an overview) and the partial order of real traces (see [8,10]). However, apart from
Kwiatkowska’s results mentioned above, not much is known about the topology of real
traces. In this respect, it seems that in-nite dependence alphabets have not yet been
considered, either. The only exception that we are aware of is a result by Majster-
Cederbaum and Baier in [15] showing that the set of real traces forms a complete
metric space independent of the cardinality of the alphabet.
In the present paper we investigate the relationship between the topological structure
of the space R(;D) of real traces and properties of the dependence alphabet (;D).
We give a complete characterization of the topology by means of (;D) provided that
the alphabet is at most countably in-nite and contains no in-nite sets of mutually
independent letters.
First of all, if the dependence alphabet contains only -nite sets of mutually inde-
pendent letters, then both the pre-x metric and the Foata normal form metric turn out
to induce the same topology that we refer to as the topology of traces (cf. Section 3).
In the following we always assume (;D) to have this property.
Section 4 is devoted to the topological derivations R(;D)(n) of the space of real traces
R(;D). We obtain a characterization of R(;D)(n) by purely trace-theoretic means. This
provides us with an important tool to prove the principal results of this paper.
Section 5 presents a description of the topology of R(;D). On the one hand, the
topological space of real traces is shown to be homeomorphic to the direct product
of (at most) the full binary tree, the full countably branching tree, and one higher-
dimensional grid (Theorem 5.1). The occurrence of each of these factors depends on
three graph-theoretic properties of (;D): the number of trivial (singleton) connected
components, the existence of -nite non-trivial and the existence of in-nite connected
components.
On the other hand, we prove that these properties are topological invariants and thus
obtain a complete characterization of the topology of R(;D) (Theorem 5.2).
2. Preliminaries
As this paper appears in a special volume on topology, we assume the reader to be
familiar with basic notions concerning metric and topological spaces [13] as well as
domains [1]. So we only recall the necessary de-nitions from trace theory.
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Let  be a set (not necessarily -nite). Its elements are called letters. As usual, let ?
denote the set of all -nite words over . Furthermore, ! is the set of all in-nite words
over . Let ∞ :=? ∪!. For any x∈? and y∈∞ we denote the multiplication
(i.e. concatenation) of x and y by x:y or xy. An element x∈∞ is a pre4x of y∈∞,
denoted by x6y, if either x=y or x∈? and xz=y for some z∈∞. For any
words x and y, the greatest common pre4x gcp(x; y) exists. The pre4x metric dpref
on ∞ is de-ned by dpref (x; y) := 2−|gcp(x;y)| if x =y and dpref (x; x) := 0. Thus, the
longer the common pre-x of two diJerent words is, the closer they are in the pre-x
metric.
A dependence relation is a re9exive, symmetric relation on . The pair (;D) is
called a dependence alphabet if D⊆× is a dependence relation. The (irre9exive
and symmetric) relation ID := (×)\D is the independence relation induced by D.
We adopt the de-nition of dependence graphs from Gastin and Petit [9, De-nition
11.2.1] (cf. also [4, Section 5]). A dependence graph [V; E; ] over the dependence
alphabet (;D) is an isomorphism class of a node-labelled graph (V; E; ) such that
(V; E) is a directed acyclic graph, V is at most countably in-nite,  :V −→ is the
labelling map, and such that the following holds:
(a) Edges between dependent vertices:
((v); (w))∈D⇔ (v; w)∈ idV ∪E ∪E−1 for all v; w∈V .
(b) The re9exive and transitive closure E∗ of the edge relation E is well-founded,
i.e. there is no in-nite strictly decreasing sequence of vertices.
Notice that since (V; E) is acyclic, E∗ is a partial order on V ; whence (V; E∗) is a
well-founded poset.
This is the usual de-nition of a dependence graph as in [9, De-nition 11.2.1], apart
from the fact that we do not require (;D) to be -nite. As in [9, De-nition 11.2.4] we
de-ne the multiplication (or concatenation) of two dependence graphs g1 = [V1; E1; 1]
and g2 = [V2; E2; 2] to be the dependence graph g1g2 := g1 ·g2 := [V; E; ] with
V = V1∪˙V2;
E = E1∪˙E2∪˙{(v1; v2) ∈ V1 × V2 | (1(v1); 2(v2)) ∈ D};
= 1∪˙2:
A real trace over the dependence alphabet (;D) is a dependence graph [V; E; ] such
that {u∈V | (u; v)∈E∗} is -nite for all v∈V , i.e. each principal ideal in (V; E∗) is
-nite. The set of real traces over (;D) is denoted by R(;D). The alphabet alph(t)
of a real trace t= [V; E; ] is the set [V ]. The alphabet at in4nity of t is the set
alphinf(t) := {a∈ | −1[a] is in-nite} of all a∈alph(t) occurring in-nitely often in t.
Finite traces are real traces with -nitely many vertices. Let M(;D) denote the set of
all -nite traces. For all p∈M(;D) let |p| be the length of p, i.e. |p| is the number
of vertices of the -nite trace p.
The pre4x order on R(;D) is de-ned by s6t if there is some z∈R(;D) such
that s ·z= t. This is equivalent to saying that s is a downwards closed subgraph of
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t (cf. [9, Proposition 11.2.5]). The corresponding su=x z is unique and denoted by
s−1t := z (see [9, Remark 11.2.9]).
The following result is a consequence of [15, Remark 3.11] (see also Corollary
11.3.6 and Theorem 11.3.11 in [9]). We will use it in the succeeding section.
Theorem 2.1. The poset (R(;D);6) is a Scott-domain in which the compact
elements are precisely the 4nite traces.
The Lawson topology is a prominent topology on domains. At the end of the fol-
lowing section we shall compare it with the topologies induced by the pre-x metric
and the Foata normal form metric introduced below.
3. Ultrametrics for traces
In the following we revisit the pre-x metric [14] and the Foata normal form met-
ric [2] of real traces. We extend these ultrametrics to traces over dependence alphabets
of arbitrary cardinality and prove some fundamental properties. We show how both
ultrametrics can be de-ned using an increasing sequence of projections. This allows us
to apply results given in [11,12] to obtain rather short proofs for our claims. Here the
projections are induced by special “weights” in the sense of Majster-Cederbaum and
Baier [15], see also [12, Section 4.2].
3.1. The pre4x metric
For -nite dependence alphabets Kwiatkowska [14] generalized the pre-x metric of
words to an ultrametric on the set of real traces. Clearly, her de-nition also works in
case of in-nite dependence alphabets (;D). For all s; t∈R(;D) let
‘pref (s; t) := sup{n ∈ N | r 6 s⇔ r 6 t for all r ∈M(;D) with |r|6 n}
dpref (s; t) := 2−‘pref (s;t):
The ultrametric dpref is called the pre4x metric on R(;D). If D=×, then ‘pref (s; t)
is simply the length of the largest common pre-x of the words s and t.
There is an alternative way to de-ne the pre-x metric using projections. Let t=
[V; E; ]∈R(;D) and let n∈N. For any v∈V we de-ne the weight w(v) of v to be
the number of vertices of the set {u∈V | (u; v)∈E∗}, i.e. the number of elements in
the “past” of v. Let Wn := {v∈V |w(v)6n}, i.e. Wn is the set of all vertices v of t
having at most weight n. Let pn(t) := [Wn; E|Wn×Wn ; |Wn ]. Clearly, pn(t) is a downwards
closed subgraph of t; whence pn(t) is a pre-x of t. By de-nition all vertices of pn(t)
have weight at most n. Moreover, pn(pn(t))=pn(t). If s∈R(;D) with s6t, then
pn(s)6pn(t). Consequently, for all n∈N we obtain projections pn (i.e., monotone and
idempotent functions below the identity). They have the property that pm(t)6pn(t) for
m6n and, since all vertices of a real trace have -nite weight, supn∈N pn(t)= t for all
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t∈R(;D). In the terminology of [11,12], (R(;D);6; {pn | n∈N}) is an “approxi-
mating poset with projections”.
We show that pn(t)= sup{s∈R(;D) | s6t; |s|6n}. If s6t with |s|6n, then for
each vertex v of s we have that w(v)6n. Hence, v is a vertex of pn(t). As s is a
closed subgraph of t, we deduce s6pn(t). On the other hand, let x∈R(;D) with s6x
for all s6t with |s|6n. Let v be a vertex of pn(t). Then the set {u∈V | (u; v)∈E∗}
induces a closed subgraph sv of pn(t)6t. Clearly, v is the greatest vertex of sv. Since
w(v)6n, we obtain |sv|6n. Consequently, sv6x. This implies that pn(t) is a closed
subgraph of x, i.e. pn(t)6x. Therefore, pn(t)= sup{s∈R(;D) | s6t; |s|6n}.
As a consequence, we infer that
‘pref (s; t) = sup{n ∈ N |pn(s) = pn(t)}:
3.2. The Foata normal form metric
Let t= [V; E; ] be a real trace and let v∈V . Then the set {n∈N | ∃v1; : : : ; vn∈V : vn
= v and (vi; vi+1)∈E for all i=1; : : : ; n − 1} is bounded. Its maximum h(v) is the
height of v. Further, for all n∈N let Vn := {v∈V | h(v)6n} and de-ne hn(t) := [Vn;
E|Vn×Vn ; |Vn ]. By de-nition hn(t)6t and all vertices of hn(t) have height at most n.
Moreover, hn(hn(t))= hn(t) and s6t implies hn(s)6hn(t). Therefore, hn is a projec-
tion for all n∈N. As above we have hm(t)6hn(t) for all m6n and, as the height of a
vertex is a non-negative integer, supn∈N hn(t)= t for all t∈R(;D). This tells us that
(R(;D);6; {hn | n∈N}) is an “approximating poset with projections” in the sense of
[11,12].
Using the projections hn :R(;D)−→R(;D), we de-ne an ultrametric dfnf on
R(;D):
‘fnf (s; t) := sup{n ∈ N | hn(s) = hn(t)};
dfnf (s; t) := 2−‘lfnf (s;t):
This is in fact an ultrametric on R(;D), which we call the Foata normal form
metric. We note that it is precisely the ultrametric introduced by Bonizzoni, Mauri, and
Pighizzini [2]. To see this, recall the de-nition of Foata normal forms: An ID-clique of
(;D) is a subset A⊆ such that (a; b)∈ID for all a; b∈A with a = b, i.e. the elements
of A are pairwise independent. Let  be the set of all non-empty ID-cliques of (;D).
A -nite word A1 · · ·An∈ ? (an in-nite word A1A2 · · · ∈ !, respectively) is called a
(real) Foata normal form over (;D) if for all 26i6n (for all 26i, respectively) and
for all b∈Ai there is some a∈Ai−1 such that (a; b)∈D. Recall that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between real Foata normal forms and real traces (see [9, Section
11.2.3]). In fact, the Foata normal form fnf (t) of a trace t∈M(;D) is the  -word
A1 · · ·An with Ai = alph(hi−1(t)−1hi(t)) for i=1; : : : ; n, where n is the maximal height
of a vertex in t. The Foata normal form of an in-nite real trace t equals the in-nite
word A1A2 · · · with Ai = alph(hi−1(t)−1hi(t)) for all i¿1. Note that the set FNF(;D)
of all real Foata normal forms over (;D) is a subset of  ∞; whence in particular
it is equipped both with the pre-x metric dpref of  ∞ and with the pre-x order of
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( ∞;6). Then ‘fnf (s; t) is the length of the largest common pre-x of the Foata normal
forms of s and t; whence
dfnf (s; t) = dpref (fnf (s); fnf (t)):
In [2] this equation is used as a de-nition. The Foata normal form metric thus “coin-
cides” with the pre-x metric on FNF(;D). More precisely, the map fnf sending each
real trace t to its Foata normal form fnf (t) is an isometry from (R(;D); dfnf ) onto
(FNF(;D); dpref ).
3.3. Properties and comparison of both ultrametrics
Note that on R(;D) we have dpref =dfnf if and only if D is transitive (and hence
an equivalence relation). This follows from the fact that pn= hn for all n∈N if and
only if D is transitive. In particular, on ∞ both ultrametrics are equal (D=×).
In general the ultrametrics dpref and dfnf induce diJerent topologies on R(;D):
Example 3.1. Let =N∪{(i; j)∈N2 | i6j} and de-ne D as the re9exive and sym-
metric closure of the relation {(j; (i; j)) | j; (i; j)∈}. Then the following partial order
is a trace t (where the vertices in the lower row are labelled by (i; j) with j being the
label of the vertex above):
Note that t is the supremum of its -nite pre-xes of height 2. Hence, in the topology
induced by dfnf , it is isolated. On the other hand, the weight of the connected com-
ponents of t is unbounded. Hence, in the topology induced by dpref , the trace t is the
limit of all traces that consist of t’s -rst layer and -nitely many nodes of the second
layer.
Although dpref and dfnf induce diJerent topologies, both ultrametrics share some
common properties.
Theorem 3.2. Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet of arbitrary cardinality and let
d∈{dpref ; dfnf}. Then (R(;D); d) is a complete ultrametric space. It is compact if
and only if  is 4nite.
Proof. Completeness was shown in [15] for the metric dpref (cf. Theorem 3.9 and
Section 3.4 in [15]). The proof for dfnf is similar. Alternatively, apply [11, Proposition
3.1] or [12, Theorem 3.38].
It is well-known that if  is -nite, then (R(;D); dpref ) is compact, cf. [14]. On the
other hand, if (R(;D); dpref ) is compact, then all projections pn have to have -nite
range ([11, Proposition 2.7]; [12, Proposition 3.16]). But then  cannot be in-nite as
it is contained in the range of p1. Similarly for (R(;D); dfnf ).
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In case of -nite alphabets it is well-known that R(;D) is the completion of M(;D)
with respect to both ultrametrics and, moreover, that monotone sequences are conver-
gent. If the dependence alphabet is in-nite, the set of -nite traces need not be dense in
R(;D) with respect to the metric topologies (see the following theorem). Moreover,
monotone sequences need not converge. However, these problems are due to in-nite
ID-cliques only. If we do not allow a dependence alphabet to have an in-nite ID-clique,
then we can remedy these drawbacks and we are in a similarly lucky situation as in
the case of -nite alphabets. This is the reason that in this paper we will focus on
dependence alphabets that have only -nite ID-cliques.
Theorem 3.3. Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet of arbitrary cardinality and let
d∈{dpref ; dfnf}. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) M(;D) is dense in (R(;D); d).
(In this case (R(;D); d) is the metric completion of (M(;D); d).)
(ii) Any increasing sequence in R(;D) is convergent with respect to the topology
induced by d.
(In this case the limit is the supremum of the sequence.)
(iii) Any ID-clique of (;D) is 4nite.
Proof. We prove the theorem for dfnf only. The arguments for dpref are analogous.
(i)→ (iii): Suppose there is an in-nite ID-clique A. The latter can be viewed as a
real trace t. Note that all vertices of t have height 1. Now let s∈R(;D) such that
dfnf (s; t)6 12 . Then h2(s)= h2(t)= t; whence all vertices of s have to have height 1.
But then s= h2(s)= t. Therefore, {t} is open in (R(;D); dfnf ). Since t =∈M(;D), we
have that M(;D) cannot be a dense subset of R(;D).
(iii)→ (ii): Let n∈N and let t∈R(;D). Since all ID-cliques are -nite, t can have
only -nitely many vertices of height at most n. Therefore, the projection hn maps
into the set M(;D) of -nite traces. By Theorem 2.1 M(;D) is the set of compact
elements of R(;D) and (R(;D);6) is a dcpo. We thus may apply [11, Theorem
4.8] or [12, Theorem 3.47] to obtain that any increasing sequence converges to its
supremum.
(ii)→ (i): Let t∈R(;D). Let A be the set of all -nite pre-xes of t. Clearly, A
is directed with supA= t. Since A is countable, we -nd a sequence s06s16s36 · · ·
in A with the property that for any s∈A there is some m∈N with sm¿s. Conse-
quently, sup{sm |m∈N}=supA= t. By (ii) the sequence (sm)m∈N is convergent. By
[11, Lemma 4.6] (cf. also [12, Corollary 2.34]), the limit is the supremum of the
sequence. That is, (sm)m∈N converges to t. Thus, M(;D) is dense in R(;D). Since
(R(;D);dfnf ) is complete (Theorem 3.2), it is the metric completion of (M(;D);
dfnf ).
For -nite alphabets, the identity map is a uniform isomorphism from (R(;D); dpref )
onto (R(;D); dfnf ), i.e. dpref and dfnf are uniformly equivalent (cf. the notes in
[9, Section 11.5.3]). In particular, the topologies induced by dpref and dfnf , respectively,
coincide. In the in-nite case, this need not be true as we have seen above. However,
it is easy to see that for all n∈N and for all t∈R(;D) we have pn(t)6hn(t). Thus,
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pn(t)=pn(hn(t)), and ‘fnf (s; t)¿n implies that ‘pref (s; t)¿n for all s; t∈R(;D). As a
consequence, the identity map idfnf ;pref : (R(;D); dfnf )−→ (R(;D); dpref ) is uniformly
continuous. In particular, the topology induced by dpref is coarser than the topology
induced by dfnf .
In case the alphabet does not have any in-nite ID-cliques, we obtain equality of both
topologies:
Theorem 3.4. Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet without in4nite ID-cliques. Then
dpref and dfnf induce the same topology.
Proof. In view of the previous remarks we only have to show that the topology induced
by dfnf is coarser than the topology induced by dpref . Let t∈R(;D) and let n∈N. We
know that hn(t) is a -nite trace. Let mn be the greatest number of possible weights
of all vertices of hn(t). Then, obviously, hn(t)6pmn(t) and thus hn(t)= hn(pmn(t)).
We deduce that {s∈R(;D) |dpref (s; t)62−mn}= {s∈R(;D) |pmn(s)=pmn(t)}⊆{s∈
R(;D) | hn(s)= hn(t)}= {s∈R(;D) |dfnf (s; t)62−n}. This concludes the proof.
Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet without in-nite ID-cliques. Then we call the
topology induced by dpref and dfnf the topology of traces.
The previous theorem tells us that the identity map is a homeomorphism from
(R(;D); dpref ) onto (R(;D); dfnf ) whenever (;D) has no in-nite ID-cliques. How-
ever, the following example shows us that it need not be a uniform isomorphism, i.e.
dpref and dfnf need not be uniformly equivalent:
Example 3.5. Let = {(i; j)∈N2 | i6j} and de-ne distinct elements (i; j) and (i′; j′)
of  to be dependent if j = j′. Notice that a := (0; 0) is dependent on every letter of
. The maximal ID-cliques in (;D) are the sets Aj = {(0; j); (1; j); (2; j); : : : ; (j; j)} for
j∈N. In particular, (;D) does not contain in-nite ID-cliques. We set tj :=Aja for all
j∈N (where Aj is viewed as a trace). In these traces a is always the greatest vertex.
It has height 2 and weight j+2. Hence, ‘fnf (tj; tja)= 2 while ‘pref (tj; tja)= j+2 for all
j∈N. This shows us that the identity map idpref ; fnf : (R(;D); dpref )−→ (R(;D); dfnf )
is not uniformly continuous.
We -nish this section with a comparison of the diJerent topologies that we have
de-ned. For a dependence alphabet (;D), let  be the Lawson-topology on the domain
(R(;D);6), let #pref be the topology induced by the pre-x metric dpref , and let #fnf
be the topology induced by the Foata normal form metric dfnf . Then
(a) ⊆ #pref by [12, Theorem 2.43(1)].
(b) #pref ⊆ #fnf as we have already remarked before Theorem 3.4.
(c) = #pref if and only if  is -nite.
To see this, let -rst = #pref . By Theorem 2.1,  is always compact. Hence #pref is
compact which implies -niteness of  because of Theorem 3.2. The other implication
can be found in [14].
Similar arguments and Theorem 3.4 yield that = #pref is also equivalent to
= #fnf .
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4. Topologically isolated traces
For a topological space X let isol(X ) := {x∈X | {x} is open in X } be the set of all
topologically isolated elements of X . The n-th derivation of X (cf. [13]) is de-ned
inductively as follows:
X (0) := X;
X (n+1) := X \isol(X (n)) for all n ∈ N:
Thus, we have X (n+1) =X \⋃nk=0 isol(X (k)) for all n∈N.
In the sequel we determine all spaces R(;D)(n), n∈N, for (;D) at most count-
ably in-nite and without in-nite ID cliques. It turns out that the decreasing sequence
R(;D)⊇R(;D)(1)⊇R(;D)(2)⊇ : : : is eventually constant. We can thus determine
the least n∈N such that R(;D)(n+1) =R(;D)(n+2). Clearly, this is a topological
invariant. Interestingly enough, we obtain this number to be the number of isolated
elements in (;D): a letter a∈ is isolated in (;D) if {a}× (\{a})⊆ ID, i.e. a is
independent of all other letters of .
Theorem 4.1. Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet without in4nite ID-cliques. Then
we have for all n∈N:
isol(R(;D)(n))
= {sa!1 · · · a!n ∈ R(;D) | s ∈M(;D); a1; : : : ; an isolated in (;D)}
Proof. By induction over n.
For any real trace t∈R(;D) let
Bfnf (t; m) := {s ∈ R(;D) |dfnf (s; t)6 2−m}
= {s ∈ R(;D) | hm(s) = hm(t)}:
For n=0 we have isol(R(;D)(0))= isol(R(;D))=M(;D): On the one hand, Bfnf (s;
m)= {s} if m is greater than the height of all vertices of s∈M(;D). On the other
hand, since M(;D) is dense in R(;D) (Theorem 3.3), an in-nite real trace cannot
be topologically isolated.
Now let n¿1 and assume that the assertion is true for all l¡n.
First let t∈ isol(R(;D)(n)). Thus, we -nd some m˜∈N with
(∗) Bfnf (t; m˜) ∩ R(;D)(n) = {t}:
We claim that each letter of alphinf(t) is isolated in (;D). For this, let a∈alphinf(t)
and let b∈ with a = b. Suppose that (a; b)∈D. Let m¿m˜ such that hm(t) has a max-
imal vertex labelled by a. Let t1 := hm(t)b!. Then t1∈Bfnf (t; m)⊆Bfnf (t; m˜) and t1 = t
because a =∈ alphinf(t1). By induction hypothesis, t1∈R(;D)\
⋃n−1
i=0 isol(R(;D)(i))=
R(;D)(n), yielding a contradiction to (∗). This proves our claim.
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As ID-cliques of (;D) are required to be -nite, alphinf(t) has to be -nite. Let
{a1; : : : ; al} := alphinf(t).
Next, suppose that alph(hm(t)−1t)% alphinf(t) for all m¿m˜. Let u :=hm˜(t)−1hm˜+1(t)
and let t2 := hm˜+1(t) ·u ·(hm˜+1(t)−1t). Note that t2 = t and hm˜(t2)= hm˜(t). As
alph(hm+1(t2)−1t2)= alph(hm(t)−1t)% alphinf(t)= alphinf(t2) for all m¿m˜, we con-
clude that t2∈R(;D)\
⋃n−1
i=0 isol(R(;D)(i))=R(;D)(n); whence t2∈Bfnf (t; m˜)∩
R(;D)(n), a contradiction to (∗).
Consequently, there is some m¿m˜ with t= hm(t)a!1 : : : a
!
‘ . By hypothesis we have
‘¿n. Suppose that ‘ − 1¿n. Let t3 := hm(t)a!1 : : : a!‘−1a‘. Obviously, t3 = t and t3 ∈
Bfnf (t; m)⊆Bfnf (t; m˜). But, again by hypothesis, t3∈R(;D)\
⋃n−1
i=0 isol(R(;D)(i))=
R(;D)(n), a contradiction to (∗). This yields ‘= n.
Conversely, let t=sa!1 : : : a
!
n for some s∈M(;D) and some isolated letters a1; : : : ; an.
Let m˜∈N such that m˜ is greater than the height of all vertices of s. We show that
Bfnf (t; m˜)∩R(;D)(n)={t}. Clearly, t∈Bfnf (t; m˜) and t∈R(;D)\
⋃n−1
i=0 isol(R(;D)(i))
=R(;D)(n) by induction hypothesis. Let t˜∈R(;D)(n) with hm˜(t˜)= hm˜(t)= sam˜1 : : : am˜n .
Then, due to the choice of m˜, we have alphinf(t˜)⊆{a1; : : : ; an}. As t˜ =∈
⋃n−1
i=0 isol
(R(;D)(i)), we conclude alphinf(t˜)= {a1; : : : ; an} by induction hypothesis. Thus,
t˜=sa!1 : : : a
!
n = t.
In the light of the previous theorem, we de-ne the following “graph-theoretic” num-
ber for dependence alphabets (;D) without in-nite ID-cliques:
)(;D) := |{a ∈  | a isolated letter}|:
Note that )(;D)∈N as we do not allow in-nite ID-cliques. Theorem 4.1 implies
that )(;D) is a topological invariant: )(;D) is the least number n∈N such that
R(;D)(n+1) has no topologically isolated elements. Thus, we obtain:
Corollary 4.2. Let (1; D1) and (2; D2) be dependence alphabets without in4nite ID-
cliques. If R(1; D1) and R(2; D2) are homeomorphic, then )(1; D1)= )(2; D2).
5. Characterization of the topology of real traces
Let (;D) be an at most countably in-nite dependence alphabet without in-nite ID-
cliques. Recall that )(;D) is the number of isolated letters in (;D). We de-ne two
other numbers dealing with properties of (;D). In order to do this, we say that a
connected component of (;D) is non-trivial if it contains at least two letters.
*(;D) :=
{




1 if (;D) contains an in4nite connected component;
0 otherwise:
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With the help of these numbers, the following theorem gives us a representation of the
space of real traces over (;D). It states that (R(;D); dfnf ) is uniformly isomorphic to
a product space which is built up basically by three diJerent components. On the one
hand, we have the set {0}∞= {0k | k∈N}∪ {0!} together with the pre-x metric on
{0}∞. The second component is the Cantor tree {0; 1}∞ of all (-nite or in-nite) words
over {0; 1}. It is also equipped with the pre-x metric. Finally, the third component is the
set N∞ of all (-nite or in-nite) words over the non-negative integers, again endowed
with the pre-x metric.
In the following we assume that a (-nite) product of metric spaces is equipped with
the maximum metric.
Theorem 5.1. Let (;D) be an at most countably in4nite dependence alphabet without
in4nite ID-cliques. Then (R(;D); dfnf ) is uniformly isomorphic to the product
({0}∞))(;D) × ({0; 1}∞)*(;D) × (N∞)+(;D):
The remaining subsections are devoted to the proof of this theorem.
Next, we formulate and prove the main result of this paper. It characterizes the
topology of traces in terms of the numbers )(;D), *(;D), and +(;D). Thus, the
topology of traces is completely determined by three basic properties of the underlying
dependence alphabet, viz. the number of isolated letters in (;D) and the existence of
a -nite and an in-nite connected component in (;D), respectively.
Theorem 5.2. Let (1; D1) and (2; D2) be two at most countably in4nite dependence
alphabets without in4nite ID-cliques. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R(1; D1) is homeomorphic to R(2; D2).
(ii) (R(1; D1); dfnf ) is uniformly isomorphic to (R(2; D2); dfnf ).
(iii) )(1; D1)= )(2; D2), *(1; D1)= *(2; D2), and +(1; D1)= +(2; D2).
Proof. (iii)→ (ii) follows from Theorem 5.1.
(ii)→ (i) is clear because uniformly continuous mappings are in particular continu-
ous.
Thus, it remains to show (i)→ (iii). We are done if we can show that the numbers
)(;D), *(;D), and +(;D) are topological invariants for all at most countably in-nite
dependence alphabets (;D) without in-nite ID-cliques.
Corollary 4.2 tells us that )(;D) is invariant under homeomorphisms. By Theo-
rem 5.1, R(;D) is homeomorphic to
X := ({0}∞))(;D) × ({0; 1}∞)*(;D) × (N∞)+(;D):
Recall that  is -nite if and only if +(;D)= 0. In view of Theorem 3.2, R(;D) is
compact if and only if  is -nite; whence R(;D) is compact if and only if +(;D)= 0.
Hence, +(;D) is a topological invariant.
Finally, if *(;D)= 1, then the set C := {-})(;D)×{0; 1}∞×{-} is a compact, un-
countable subset of X . As {-} is open both in {0}∞ and in N∞, we conclude that
C is also open. Conversely, let *(;D)= 0 and suppose that X =({0}∞))(;D)×{-}×
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(N∞)+(;D) contains a compact, open, uncountable subset C. Let C′ be the projec-
tion of C onto (N∞)+(;D). Then C′ is open and compact. As ({0}∞))(;D) is at most
countably in-nite, we infer that C′ has to be uncountable. In particular, +(;D)= 1.
We -nd some y∈C′ ∩N!. Since C′ is open, we can choose a number n∈N such that
Bpref (y; n)⊆C′, where Bpref (y; n)= {z∈N∞ |dpref (y; z)62−n}. This set is compact as
it is a closed subset of the compact set C′. On the other hand, let x be the pre-x of
the in-nite word y consisting of the -rst n letters of y. Since x =y, we conclude that
Bpref (y; n)= {z∈N∞ | x6z}. Hence, Bpref (y; n) is order-isomorphic and thus homeo-
morphic to the full countably branching tree N∞. This yields a contradiction as the
latter is not compact. Consequently, *(;D)= 1 if and only if R(;D) contains a
compact, open, and uncountable subset. This tells us that *(;D) is also a topological
invariant.
It remains to show Theorem 5.1. We do this by splitting up the dependence alpha-
bet (;D) into three disjoint subalphabets. One (isol) consists of all isolated letters
of (;D). The second (-n) contains all elements lying in some non-trivial -nite con-
nected component of (;D). Finally, the third subalphabet (inf ) is the set of all letters
that appear in some in-nite connected component of (;D).
The following lemma implies that R(;D) is isometric (and thus uniformly isomor-
phic) to the product R(isol; D)×R(-n ; D)×R(inf ; D). Thus, we may investigate all
factors independently of each other.
Lemma 5.3. Let (1; D1) and (2; D2) be dependence alphabets and let (;D) :=
(1∪˙2; D1 ∪˙D2) be their disjoint union. Let R(;D), R(1; D1), and R(2; D2)
be equipped with dfnf . Then (R(;D); dfnf ) and (R(1; D1)×R(2; D2); dmax) are
isometric.
We note that an analogous result also holds for dpref .
Proof. Let ’ :R(1; D1)×R(2; D2)→R(;D) be de-ned by ’(t1; t2) := t1 · t2. For any
t1∈R(1; D1), t2∈R(2; D2) we have alph(t1)× alph(t2)⊆ ID by de-nition of D. There-
fore, t1 · t2 is just the disjoint union of the graphs t1 and t2. Consequently, ’ is injective
and hn(t1) ·hn(t2)= hn(t1 · t2) for all n∈N. It is obvious that each t∈R(;D) is the
disjoint union of two (uniquely determined) traces t1∈R(1; D1) and t2∈R(2; D2);
whence t= t1 · t2. We infer that ’ is surjective. Summing things up, we deduce that ’
is an isometry.
Notice that by the previous lemma R(isol; D) is isometric to ({0}∞))(;D). Therefore,
we only have to deal with R(-n ; D) and R(inf ; D). This will be done in the following
two subsections. Finally, the proof of Theorem 5.1 can be found at the very end of
this paper.
5.1. The 4nite case
Fundamental Lemma 5.4. Let (;D) be a 4nite, non-empty dependence alphabet hav-
ing no isolated letters. Then (R(;D); dfnf ) is uniformly isomorphic to the Cantor tree
({0; 1}∞; dpref ).
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Note that we may exchange dfnf by dpref because in case of -nite dependence al-
phabets both ultrametrics are uniformly equivalent.
In the following we will give two completely diJerent proofs for Lemma 5.4. One
uses an abstract topological argument and turns out to be quite short. The second proof
is “more constructive” in the sense that we explicitly de-ne a uniform isomorphism,
but it is much longer than the -rst one. However, we have decided to mention this
alternative since both proofs use diJerent techniques and, moreover, the second one
gives us new insights concerning the topology of trees.
5.1.1. A topological proof
Here we use the following theorem from general topology to prove Lemma 5.4. It
is a very special case of [18, Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 5.5 (cf. Pierce [18, Theorem 1.1]). Let (X; dX ) and (Y; dY ) be compact
ultrametric spaces such that the following properties are satis4ed:
(1) isol(X ) is dense in X and isol(Y ) is dense in Y ;
(2) |isol(X )|= |isol(Y )|;
(3) X \isol(X ) and Y\isol(Y ) are homeomorphic.
Then X and Y are uniformly isomorphic.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let (;D) be a -nite, non-empty dependence alphabet having no
isolated letters. We wish to apply Theorem 5.5 to the spaces X :=R(;D) (endowed
with the Foata normal form metric) and Y := {0; 1}∞ (equipped with the pre-x metric
on words). Both ultrametric spaces are compact by Theorem 3.2. In virtue of Theo-
rem 4.1, isol(X )=M(;D) and isol(Y )= {0; 1}?. Since M(;D) is dense in R(;D)
and {0; 1}? is dense in {0; 1}∞, we see that condition (1) of Theorem 5.5 is ful-lled.
Clearly, M(;D) and {0; 1}? are both countably in-nite; whence condition (2) is also
satis-ed.
A classical theorem from general topology states that any non-empty, compact ultra-
metric space that has no topologically isolated elements is homeomorphic to the Cantor
discontinuum. Now since M(;D)= isol(X ) is open in R(;D), we have that the set
of in-nite traces R(;D)\M(;D) is closed. Hence, it is a compact ultrametric space
with respect to the Foata normal form metric. Obviously, R(;D)\M(;D) is non-
empty. As )(;D)= 0, Theorem 4.1 tells us that R(;D)(1) =R(;D)\M(;D) cannot
contain any topologically isolated elements. Consequently, R(;D)\M(;D) is home-
omorphic to the Cantor discontinuum. On the other hand, {0; 1}!= {0; 1}∞\{0; 1}? is
also homeomorphic to the Cantor discontinuum. Thus, condition (3) is ful-lled.
In view of Theorem 5.5 we have that R(;D) and {0; 1}∞ are uniformly isomorphic.
5.1.2. A tree-theoretic proof
Now we present another proof of Lemma 5.4 by showing a more general statement
on trees. Recall from Section 3 that the map fnf sending a real trace t to its Foata
normal form fnf (t) is an isometry from (R(;D); dfnf ) onto the space (FNF(;D); dpref )
of all Foata normal forms over (;D). Hence, instead of working with (R(;D); dfnf ),
we may as well deal with (FNF(;D); dpref ). Since FNF(;D) is a subset of the set
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 ∞ of all (-nite or in-nite) words over  ={A⊆ |A =∅; A ID-clique}, it is equipped
with the pre-x order turning it into a “tree with in-nite leaves”. It will turn out that
under the assumptions of Lemma 5.4, FNF(;D) belongs to a class of “trees with
in-nite leaves” all of whose members are homeomorphic to the Cantor tree.
For us it is more convenient to work with trees that do not have “in-nite leaves”.
In particular, we will consider the set FNFf(;D) :=FNF(;D)∩ ? of -nite words
of FNF(;D). We call FNFf(;D) the Foata tree.
More generally, a poset (T;) with least element is a tree provided that it can be
order embedded into (N?;6), where 6 is the pre-x order. We assume a tree to have
at least two elements.
It is easy to see that if (T;) is a tree, then we can -nd an order embedding
f :T −→N? such that the following properties are satis-ed for all 2∈N? and i∈N:
(1) 2:(i + 1)∈f[T ] implies 2:i∈f[T ].
This is just a standardization condition.
(2) 2:i∈f[T ] implies 2∈f[T ].
This condition is equivalent to saying that 3∈f[T ] implies 2∈f[T ] for all 263,
i.e. f[T ] is downwards closed in N?.
Moreover, we feel free to identify T with f[T ] with f having the above properties.
Whenever we speak of successors of a node in a tree, we mean immediate successors.
Let T be a tree. Then T is properly branching if any node in T has at least two
successors. The tree T is 4nitely branching if each node of T has only -nitely many
successors.
Lemma 5.6. Let (;D) be a 4nite, non-empty dependence alphabet without isolated
elements. Then the Foata tree FNFf(;D) is properly and 4nitely branching.
Proof. Since (;D) does not contain isolated elements, we -nd for any ID-clique A an-
other ID-clique B =A such that AA and AB are Foata normal forms. Hence FNFf(;D)
is properly branching. It is -nitely branching since  is -nite.
For a tree T and a word 2∈T , let T2 := {3∈N? | 2:3∈T} denote the subtree of T
at position 2. Furthermore, let ar(T ) be the number of successors of the root of T that
are diJerent from 0, i.e. ar(T )=max(T ∩N).
Next, we de-ne a useful class of trees.
De'nition 5.7. A tree T is everywhere eventually branching (e.e.b. for short) if it is
-nitely branching and for any node there exists a larger one that is properly branching.
Let T denote the set of all e.e.b. trees.
An e.e.b. tree does not contain in-nite non-branching paths. Hence, a -nitely branch-
ing tree T is e.e.b. if and only if the full binary tree can be order-embedded into any
of its subtrees T2 for 2∈T . Moreover, by Lemma 5.6, the Foata tree FNFf(;D) is
e.e.b. whenever (;D) is -nite, non-empty and does not contain isolated letters.
In the sequel we assume all trees to be equipped with the pre-x metric. Let 4
denote the set {a; b}. We will show that for any e.e.b. tree T there exists a uniform
isomorphism fT :4?→T , see Theorem 5.10 below.
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To construct fT , we -rst describe a function g :T ×4?→T inductively as follows
(2∈T and v∈4?):




2:0|v|+1 if v ∈ a?;




g(3; v) if the right neighbour 3 of 2 exists in T;
g(2:0; bv) otherwise:
For w∈4?, let fT (w)= g(-; w). To show that this is well-de-ned, note that in all
but the respective last line of the two case distinctions, the second argument becomes
shorter. So assume that 2 has no right neighbour in T . Since T is e.e.b., there exists
some n∈N with 2:0n:1∈T . Hence, after -nitely many occurrences of these “problem-
atic” cases, we will be in some case where the second argument becomes shorter.
Therefore, fT is well-de-ned.
Let M :=4?b∪{-} be the set of all words in 4? that do not end with the letter
a. Note that fT (-)= - for any e.e.b. tree T and
fT (v) = ‘:fT‘(v
′)
for all v∈(M ∩4?)\{-} where ‘=max{k∈N | k∈T and bk6v} and v′ is given by
v =
{
b‘av′ if ‘ + 1 ∈ T and v = b‘;
b‘v′ if ‘ + 1 =∈ T or v = b‘:
Note that fT (w)=fT (v):0n where v is the largest pre-x of w in M and w= v:an.
Furthermore, fT (v)∈T\N?:0.
Lemma 5.8. For any e.e.b. tree T , the function fT :4?→T is bijective.
Proof. Since fT (wb:an)=fT (wb):0n, and fT (w) =∈N?:0, is su=ces to show the
following two statements:
(1) Let v1; v2∈M and let T ∈T with fT (v1)=fT (v2). Then v1 = v2.
(2) Let T ∈T and let 2∈N?\N?:0. Then 2∈T if and only if there exists some v∈M
with fT (v)= 2.
(1) By contradiction, let v1∈M be a word of minimal length such that there exist a
tree T ∈T and a word v2∈M with fT (v1)=fT (v2) and v1 = v2. We can assume 1∈T
for otherwise fT0 (v1)=fT0 (v2).
Note that v2 is not shorter than, but diJerent from v1. Hence v2 = -. In addition,
v1 = -, for otherwise -=fT (v1)=fT (v2) implied v2 = -= v1, a contradiction. Hence,
there exist a number ‘∈N and some v′1; v′2∈M such that ‘:fT‘(v′1)=fT (v1)=fT (v2)=
‘:fT‘(v
′




2). Now we distinguish two cases:
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‘ + 1∈T : Then vi = b‘av′i , i.e. v1 is properly longer than v′1. By the choice of v1,
this implies v′1 = v
′
2 and therefore v1 = v2, a contradiction.
‘ + 1 =∈T : Then vi = b‘v′i for i=1; 2. Hence v′1 = v′2. By the choice of v1, we have
that v1 and v′1 have the same length. Thus ‘=0 contradicting 1∈T .
(2) For v∈M , fT (v)∈T\N?:0 follows immediately from the de-nition of fT . We
prove the “only-if-part” by contradiction. Let 2∈N?\N?:0 be a word of minimal length
such that there exists a tree T ∈T with 2∈T and fT (v) = 2 for all v∈M . Then 2 is not
the empty word. Hence 2= ‘:3 for some ‘∈N and 3∈T‘. Since 3∈T‘\N?:0 and since
3 is properly shorter than 2, there exists some w∈M with fT‘(w)= 3. Setting v= b‘w
if ‘ + 1 =∈T or w= - and v= b‘aw otherwise, we obtain fT (v)= ‘:fT‘(w)= ‘:3= 2,
a contradiction.
To formulate the informal statement “two words v and w have a long common pre-x
if and only if their images fT (v) and fT (w) have a long common pre-x”, we de-ne
two mappings T+; T− :N→N for any tree T ∈T inductively by
T+(0) = ar(T )
T+(n+ 1) = T+(0) + max{(T‘)+(n) | 06 ‘6 ar(T )}:
T−(0) = min(1; ar(T ))
T−(n+ 1) = T−(0) + min{(T‘)−(n) | 06 ‘6 ar(T )}:
Note that T+(n) [T−(n), respectively] bounds from above the number of neighbours
[the number of branching points, respectively] along a path of length n starting in the
root of T .
Lemma 5.9. Let T ∈T, let n∈N, and let v; w∈M .
(1) If |gcp(v; w)|¿T+(n), then |gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¿n.
(2) If |gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¿n, then |gcp(v; w)|¿T−(n).
Proof. (1) By contradiction, let n∈N be minimal such that there exist an e.e.b. tree
T ∈T and words v; w∈M with |gcp(v; w)|¿T+(n) but |gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¡n. Then
n¿0 and therefore |gcp(v; w)|¿ar(T ).
First assume bar(T )6gcp(v; w) and let ‘ := ar(T ). Then we get fT (v)= ‘:fT‘(v
′) and
fT (w)= ‘:fT‘(w
′) with v= b‘:v′ and w= b‘:w′. We deduce |gcp(v′; w′)|= |gcp(v; w)|−
ar(T )¿T+‘ (n− 1). By the choice of n, this implies |gcp(fT‘(v′); fT‘(w′))|¿n− 1, con-
tradicting |gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¡n.
If, on the contrary, bar(T )gcp(v; w), choose ‘∈N maximal with b‘6gcp(v; w).
Since |gcp(v; w)|¿ar(T ), the word b‘ is a proper pre-x of gcp(v; w); hence b‘a6
gcp(v; w). Thus, v= b‘av′ and w= b‘aw′ for some words v′; w′∈M . Then fT (v)=
‘:fT‘(v
′) and fT (w)= ‘:fT‘(w
′). Furthermore, |gcp(v′; w′)|= |gcp(v; w)| − (‘ + 1)¿
|gcp(v; w)| − ar(T )¿T+‘ (n− 1). Now the contradiction follows as in the -rst case.
(2) By contradiction, let n∈N be minimal such that there exist T ∈T and v; w∈M
with |gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¿n and |gcp(v; w)|¡T−(n). Then neither v nor w is the
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empty word. Even more, there is a number ‘∈N∩T such that fT (v)= ‘:fT‘(v′) and
fT (w; T )= ‘:fT‘(w
′) for some su=xes v′ and w′ of v and w, respectively. From
|gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¿n we obtain |gcp(fT‘(v′); fT‘(w′))|¿n − 1. By the choice of n,
this implies |gcp(v′; w′)|¿T−‘ (n− 1).
We distinguish the cases b‘∈{v; w}, ‘ + 1∈T , and ‘ + 1 =∈T :
If v= b‘, then we obtain v′= - and ‘¿0. Hence, fT (v)= ‘:fT‘(-)= ‘. This implies
1¿|gcp(fT (v); fT (w))|¿n and therefore n=0. Thus, |gcp(v; w)|¡T−(0)61 implies
that the only common pre-x of v and w is the empty word. Since v and w are not
empty and the -rst letter of v is b, there is a word w′′∈M with w= a:w′′. Hence,
fT (w)= 0:fT0 (w
′′) contradicting that fT (w) starts with ‘¿0. Thus, from now on we
can assume that neither v nor w equals b‘.
If ‘ + 1∈T , then we obtain v= b‘av′ and w= b‘aw′. Hence, |gcp(v; w)|¿‘ + 1 +
|gcp(v′; w′)|¿1 + T−‘ (n− 1) by what we have seen above. Since 1¿T−(0), this im-
plies |gcp(v; w)|¿T−(0) + min{T−k (n − 1) | 06k6ar(T )}=T−(n), contradicting our
assumption |gcp(v; w)|¡T−(n).
Finally, assume ‘+1 =∈T . Then v= b‘v′, w= b‘w′, and ‘=ar(T )¿T−(0). Thus, we
can infer |gcp(v; w)|¿‘+ |gcp(v′; w′)|¿‘+ T−‘ (n− 1)¿T−(n), again a contradiction.
Theorem 5.10. Any e.e.b. tree is uniformly isomorphic to the binary tree 4? with
respect to the pre4x metric.
Proof. Let T be an e.e.b. tree. By Lemma 5.8, it is enough to show that fT and f−1T
are uniformly continuous.
Uniform continuity of fT : Let m∈N. Let v; v′∈4? with |gcp(v; v′)|¿T+(m) + m.
Let w; w′∈M with v=wan and v′=w′an′ for some n; n′∈N. If |gcp(w; w′)|¿T+(m),
then we obtain |gcp(fT (w); fT (w′))|¿m by Lemma 5.9(1). Since fT (w)6fT (v) and
fT (w′)6fT (v′), it follows that |gcp(fT (v); fT (v′))|¿m as required. Now let |gcp(w; w′)|
¡T+(m). As |gcp(wan; w′an′)|¿T+(m) + m, we obtain w=w′ and min(n; n′)¿m.
Hence, fT (v)=fT (w):0n¿fT (w):0m and fT (v′)=fT (w′):0n
′
¿fT (w):0m. Thus,
|gcp(fT (v); fT (v′))|¿m follows in this case, too.
Uniform continuity of f−1T : Let m∈N. There exists some y∈N with T−(y)¿m. Let
x :=y+m. Now let v; v′∈4? with |gcp(fT (v); fT (v′))|¿x¿y. As before, let w; w′∈M
such that v=wan and v′=w′an
′
for some n; n′∈N. If |gcp(fT (w); fT (w′))|¿y, then
we obtain |gcp(w; w′)|¿T−(y)¿m by Lemma 5.9(2). Hence, v and v′ have a com-
mon pre-x of length m as required. Next, let |gcp(fT (w); fT (w′))|¡y6x. Note that
fT (v)=fT (w):0n and fT (v′)=fT (w′):0n
′
have a common pre-x of length x and that
fT (w) and fT (w′) do not end with a 0. Therefore, fT (w)=fT (w′), |fT (w)|¡y, and
|fT (w)|+n; |fT (w′)|+n′¿x=y+m. We infer n; n′¿m. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.8(1),
w=w′. We deduce wam6v; v′; whence v and v′ have a common pre-x of length m.
Let T be a tree. If T is e.e.b., then T is uniformly isomorphic to the binary tree by
the previous theorem. If T is a tree without -nite leaves, then the inverse implication
holds as well: Let T be a tree without -nite leaves that is uniformly isomorphic to the
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binary tree 4?. Let ST denote the completion of T with respect to the pre-x metric.
Since 4∞\4?=4! has no isolated elements, there are no isolated elements in ST\T .
Hence, for any w∈T there exists v∈N? such that wv1∈T (i.e. wv∈T has at least two
upper neighbours). Further, as 4∞ is compact, so is ST . Thus, the tree T is -nitely
branching. Hence, indeed, T is an e.e.b. tree.
We use the previous theorem to prove our fundamental lemma from above.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let (;D) be a -nite, non-empty dependence alphabet having no
isolated letters. We already know that FNFf(;D) is an e.e.b. tree (cf. Lemma 5.6).
Thus, (FNFf(;D); dpref ) is uniformly isomorphic to ({0; 1}?; dpref ) by Theorem 5.10.
It follows from general topology that a uniform isomorphism from (FNFf(;D); dpref )
onto ({0; 1}?; dpref ) can be extended to a uniform isomorphism from the metric com-
pletion of (FNFf(;D); dfnf ) onto the metric completion of ({0; 1}?; dpref ). Hence,
(FNF(;D); dpref ) and ({0; 1}∞; dpref ) are uniformly isomorphic. Since (FNF(;D);
dpref ) is isometric to (R(;D); dfnf ), we conclude that (R(;D); dfnf ) is uniformly
isomorphic to ({0; 1}∞; dpref ).
5.2. The in4nite case
Fundamental Lemma 5.11. Let (;D) be a dependence alphabet without in4nite ID-
cliques such that all its connected components are countably in4nite. Then (R(;D);
dfnf ) is uniformly isomorphic to (N∞; dpref ).
Notice that since  is in-nite, R(;D) is not compact. Also, N∞ is not compact,
either. We do not know whether there is a theorem Ta la Theorem 5.5 for non-compact
spaces that we can apply to prove this fundamental lemma. Instead, we use a tree-
theoretic argument.
Note further that Theorem 5.10 cannot hold for an in-nitely branching tree because
its metric completion is not compact.
De'nition 5.12. Let c :N→N be a function. A tree T is c-in4nitely branching if, for
any 2∈T , there exists some 3∈N? with |2:3|6c(|2|) such that 2:3 has in-nitely many
successors in T .
Clearly, a c-in-nitely branching tree can only exist for functions c satisfying c(m)
¿m. In the extreme, let c(m)=m be the identity function. Then the everywhere in-
-nitely branching tree N? is the only c-in-nitely branching tree. If c6d are functions
N→N and T is a c-in-nitely branching tree, then T is also d-in-nitely branching.
Therefore, we can always assume the function c to be pointwise strictly above the
identity.
Recall that a -nitely branching tree T is everywhere eventually branching (e.e.b.,
cf. De-nition 5.7) if and only if, for any node 2, one can order-embed the binary tree
into T2. Similarly, one can order-embed N? into T2 for any 2∈T whenever T is a c-
in-nitely branching tree for some function c. But this property is not su=cient for the
characterization of c-in-nitely branching trees: the tree T (n)= {-; 0; 0:0; : : : ; 0n}∪ 0n:N?
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is c-in-nitely branching for n6c(0), only. Even worse, consider the tree T = {-}∪N∪⋃
n∈N n:T (n). Since the non-branching sequences starting at level 1 are arbitrarily long,
this tree is not c-in-nitely branching for any choice of c. On the other hand, N?
order-embeds above any node of T .
Lemma 5.13. Let (;D) be a non-empty dependence alphabet without in4nite ID-
cliques. Suppose further that each connected component of (;D) is countably in4nite.
Then FNFf(;D) is a c-in4nitely branching tree with c(m)=m+ n for some n∈N.
Proof. Before we prove the statement in its full strength, assume that (;D) is con-
nected. For any a∈, let D(a)= {b∈ | (a; b)∈D}. Now let b∈ and let 80 = {b}.
Inductively, de-ne 8i+1 =
⋃
b∈8i D(b). Then 8i+1⊇8i for all i∈N. Suppose that all
these inclusions are proper. Then, for all k∈N, we -nd a letter ak ∈82k\82k−1. Since
a‘ =∈82k−1⊇D(ak) for all ‘¿k, the letters ak are mutually independent, contradicting
our assumption that (;D) contains no in-nite ID-clique. Hence, there is a number n
with =8n. Since 8n is in-nite while 80 is -nite, there exists some a∈ with D(a)
in-nite.
Now let (;D) be the disjoint union of countably in-nite connected components.
We have to -nd a number n∈N such that for any non-empty ID-clique A there are ID-
cliques A1; A2; : : : ; An such that A:A1:A2 : : : An is a Foata normal form and has in-nitely
many successors in the Foata tree. Since (;D) does not contain any in-nite ID-clique,
it is a -nite union of countably in-nite connected components 1; 2; : : : ; m. As seen
above, we -nd for all j=1; : : : ; m a letter aj∈j with |D(aj)|=ℵ0 and a number
nj∈N that is an upper bound for the length of the shortest path from aj to all b∈j.
Let n :=max{n1; : : : ; nj}. Now let A be an ID-clique and let b∈A∩j. Then there are
letters b0; b1; : : : ; bn∈j with b= b0, aj = bn, and (bi; bi+1)∈D. Clearly, A:{b1} : : : {bn}
is a Foata normal form and (since D(aj) is in-nite) this node has in-nitely many
successors.
Using an idea completely diJerent from the one for e.e.b. trees, we can de-ne a
bijection g :T→N? that is uniformly continuous in both directions with respect to the
pre-x metric for any c-in-nitely branching tree T . This bijection is the core of the
following proof.
Theorem 5.14. Any c-in4nitely branching tree is uniformly isomorphic to the count-
ably branching tree N? with respect to the pre4x metric.
Proof. Let c :N→N be a function that is pointwise strictly above the identity and
let T be a c-in-nitely branching tree. We de-ne a function g :T→N? inductively as
follows:
The root of T is mapped to -∈N?.
The set {3∈T | |3|= c2(0)} is mapped bijectively onto the successors of -∈N?. Such
a bijection exists because {3∈T | |3|=c2(0)} is countably in-nite by c2(0)¿c(|-|).
Similarly, {3∈T | 16|3|¡c2(0)} is countably in-nite. These nodes are mapped
bijectively onto the nodes of length 2 in N?, i.e. onto the set {9:: | 9; :∈N}.
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Fig. 1. The mapping g (base clause).
Fig. 2. The mapping g (recursion clause).
So far, we have mapped the “levels” 0; 1; 2; : : : ; c2(0) of T onto the “levels” 0, 1,
and 2 of N?. This is indicated in Fig. 1.
Note that the nodes of level c2(0) of T are mapped to level 1 of N? and that the
successors of the latter are images of the nodes of levels 1; 2; : : : ; c2(0)− 1 of T .
Now let 2 be some node in T of height c2k(0) for some k∈N, k¿0, such that g(2)
is de-ned.
The set {2:3∈T | |2:3|= c2(k+1)(0)} of nodes of length c2(k+1)(0)¿c(|2|) that have 2
as a pre-x is countably in-nite. We map it bijectively onto {g(2):9:: | 9; :∈N}.
The set {2:3∈T | c2k(0)¡|2:3|¡c2(k+1)(0)} of nodes of length less than c2(k+1)(0)
that have 2 as a proper pre-x is also countably in-nite. It is mapped bijectively onto
{g(2):91:92:93 | 91; 92; 93∈N}. Again, this is illustrated in Fig. 2.
It is easily seen by induction that g :T→N? is indeed a bijection. Analysing the def-
inition of g and in particular the two pictures, one can in addition check the following
for any 2; 3∈T and k∈N:
(1) If |gcp(2; 3)|¿c2k(0), then |gcp(g(2); g(3))|¿2k − 1.
(2) If |gcp(g(2); g(3))|¿2k + 1, then |gcp(2; 3)|¿c2k(0).
These implications immediately imply that g is uniformly continuous in both directions.
The previous theorem enables us to prove our second fundamental lemma.
Proof of Lemma 5.11. By Lemma 5.13, FNFf(;D) is a c-in-nitely branching tree for
some function c. Theorem 5.14 tells us that (FNFf(;D); dpref ) is uniformly isomorphic
to (N?; dpref ). Since the completions of these spaces are (FNF(;D); dpref ) and
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(N∞; dpref ), respectively, we may apply the same arguments as before to conclude
the proof.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1
With the help of our fundamental lemmas we prove the representation Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let (;D) be an at most countably in-nite dependence alpha-
bet without in-nite ID-cliques. Let -n denote the set of all letters of  that belong
to some -nite, non-trivial connected component. Similarly, let inf be the set of all
letters that lie in some in-nite connected component. Then, by Lemma 5.3, R(;D) is
uniformly isomorphic to ({0}∞))(;D)×R(-n ; D)×R(inf ; D). Without loss of gener-
ality we may assume that -n and inf are both non-empty. By Lemma 5.4 we infer
that R(-n ; D) is uniformly isomorphic to {0; 1}∞. Analogously, Lemma 5.11 tells us
that R(inf ; D) is uniformly isomorphic to N∞.
6. Further research
There are two possible lines of further research: One should try to eliminate the
conditions that we had to impose on the dependence alphabets to obtain our results,
in particular, the size of the alphabets (at most countably in-nite) and the size of
ID-cliques (-nite).
The metrics introduced by Diekert [4] and by Diekert and Gastin [5] give rise to
other topological spaces. Partial results on the characterization of these spaces can be
found in [12]; these results concern only -nite transitive dependence alphabets and
should be extended.
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